AWARD WINNING PLUNGE POOLS

NEWCASTLE & THE HUNTERS PREFERRED SWIMMING POOL BUILDER
Coastline Pools and Spas have been servicing the Hunter Region since 1984. We are the only store in the Hunter that offers a comprehensive range of products and services including:

✔ The choice of concrete and fibreglass pools and wide range of fibreglass spas
✔ Fully licensed builders, electricians and pool technicians
✔ Traditional pool and spa shop, including FREE instore water testing
✔ Mobile Servicing - pool, spas and all brands of equipment
✔ An exhaustive range of spare parts
✔ An extensive variety of consumables and pool accessories
✔ Pool Heating - solar, electrical heat pumps or gas
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Our Vision:
To be recognized as a company who care, giving exceptional service with premium products.

Our Mission:
As an independent family owned company, Coastline Pools specializes in premium Australian made swimming pools and spas.

Our Team:
It takes a team effort to be competitive and successful in this market, from the key people in research and development through to our fastidious installers. We pride ourselves on raising the bar on quality and service and we consistently deliver the best swimming pool available at fiercely competitive prices.

Our swimming pools exceed Australian standards and our lifetime warranty on our fibreglass pools ensures peace of mind. Our team represents our company’s successes as we continue to build on these strengths.

The Coastline Team:

Ross, has been an integral part of the swimming pool industry for over 35 yrs, he started out working a single onsite service van from home whilst working as a fitter and machinist at the Teralba colliery.

It all started with just a few neighbours who had damaged pool pumps that Ross was able to repair for a fraction of the cost anywhere else.

This grew his passion for what has now been over 35 yrs in the pool industry. The single van grew to a retail outlet at Raymond terrace and then followed the construction side of the business as he gained licences to build both concrete and fibreglass pools.

Ross is still a very important member of the Coastline team as heads up our construction side of the business.

Rowan runs our building company Coastline Builders and Designers, he is a qualified builder/carpenter and has his clerk of works certificate, he also helps form and construct our concrete pools.

Adam, is a qualified electrical contractor, he takes care our new fibreglass and concrete pool sales department, so you deal with the owners from the start to the finish of your job. He also runs our retail pool shops and maintenance department.
Plunge Pool Range
6 Designs To Choose From

NOTE: Measurements to waterline. All sizes and shapes are approximate.

Rectangle Pool
SIZE: 4.5m x 2.45m
MAX WATER DEPTH: 1.4m
VOLUME: 12,000 litres

Round Pool – S
SIZE: 2.4m diameter
MAX WATER DEPTH: 1.35m
VOLUME: 6,000 litres

Round Pool – M
SIZE: 2.7m diameter
MAX WATER DEPTH: 1.7m
VOLUME: 12,000 litres

Round Pool – L
SIZE: 3.45m diameter
MAX WATER DEPTH: 1.7m
VOLUME: 15,000 litres
Each Plunge Pool is:

- A fully reinforced concrete shell
- A self-supporting structure
- Manufactured off site and delivered to site complete
- Fully tiled with premium mosaic and stone coping
- Ready to install in or out of the ground
- Plumbed and ready to swim on arrival

Pool Inclusions

ALL POOLS COME WITH THE FOLLOWING
STANDARD INCLUSIONS

- Engineered Drawings
- Seating (1.7m tiled bench seat) with step
- 1 multifunction pool light
- 1 x 500micron solar blanket
- 1 x 1hp pump
- 1 x salt chlorinator
- 1 x cartridge filter or sand filter
- 1 x safety suction
- Flow and return pipe work
- Pressure relief valve

THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS ARE AVAILABLE ON EACH POOL

- Spa jets (choose how many you require)
- Additional seating (with or without step)
- Custom tiling
- Exterior tiling or concrete polishing
- Heating
- Heating provision
- Hard cover lockable lid
- Fencing, decking and landscaping services
- Council approval and permits

HIGHEST QUALITY FITTINGS & PARTS

- An advantage of our compact pools allows for energy efficiency with pumps only requiring 3 - 4hrs per day of operation
- All pools can be heated with energy efficient operation
- Average salt usage is half a bag per month
- Vacuums are not usually necessary
- All metal components are marine grade stainless steel
Lockable Lid

For our 3 round pools we can supply lockable lids.

Pool owners must ensure absolute safety in their pool environment and these lids are a functioning safety accessory.

Our Spa covers are built to withstand harsh Australian conditions. And if you have difficulty lifting, there is a compact cover lifter available. Its made from marine grade stainless steel with foldaway arms for safety.

In some areas the inclusion of the Lockable Lid omits the need for a pool fence, please check with your local council to see if this an option for you.

FEATURES OF LOCKABLE LIDS
- Rust proof zips
- UV protected marine grade vinyl
- Customised number of lock straps
- Fully lockable for peace of mind
- Heat seals to keep the heat in your pool
- Higher quality ABS plastic & UV stabilised spa locks
- Custom made aluminium channel for added strength and stability
- High quality medium density foam – heat sealed to prevent moisture retention and sagging
Tile Selections

Custom tiling is also available as an additional option. Contact Coastline to discuss tile and coping options.

Please note: The images and colours used on this reference sheet are for identification purposes only. Due to colour variations between printed media and the physical product, we recommend you see the finished product for yourself. Please ask your Coastline Pools & Spas representative for more information.
Alternative plunge pool options

The Entertainer Range of pools caters for everyone. Featuring all the benefits of a swim spa, the Entertainer also boasts plunge pool depth, a full length bench for the family to relax on and optional spa jets.

The bench seat, which is deeper on one side, also includes a shallow child seat, and multiple stepped entry points for easy access.

Finished in contemporary styling, these unique pools pack both pleasure and lifestyle, into a compact yard solution to suit any property.

**Entertainer 4.5m**
- LENGTH: 4.5m
- WIDTH: 2.7m
- DEPTH: 1.2m - 1.65m

**Entertainer 5.5m**
- LENGTH: 5.5m
- WIDTH: 2.7m
- DEPTH: 1.1m - 1.65m

**Entertainer 6.5m**
- LENGTH: 6.5m
- WIDTH: 2.7m
- DEPTH: 1.1m - 1.76m
The Finishing Touch
Your new pool will become a centerpiece for family entertainment

It will require minimal maintenance and will look as good as the day you bought it for many years.

There are a few accessories you should consider to help maintain that sparkling-clean look. If you’ve just built your home, for example, you might want to take advantage of Coastline’s very affordable preferred landscaping contractors and transform your block into an outdoor oasis with fencing, gardens and pathways to complement your new pool.

There’s heating and mineral water to consider too. We’ve chosen your filtration equipment wisely as this will be an important factor in the performance of your pool over the years to come.
Electric Heating

Heat pumps deliver low operating cost to keep your swimming pool warm and ready - no need to plan ahead to turn on the heat.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Digital controller
- Hydrophilic fin coil coating
- Powder coated steel cabinets
- Titanium coil (life time warranty)
- Fan Design (whisper quiet)
- Reverse cycle defrost
- Internal flow switches
- Built in drains
- Slim line design
- Ozone friendly & highly efficient R410A R407 refrigerant
- World class sophistication

Magna Minerals Hydroxinator

A magnesium mineral pool can do wonders for your health. Swimming in a MagnaPool® can help alleviate aches and pains and soothe your skin, thanks to our unique, patented blend of magnesium chloride and potassium chloride. On top of the benefits, you’ll also find that mineral pool water just feels different, almost silky smooth, making it a pleasure to experience.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

MagnaPool® water is rich in magnesium and potassium. Both are used in commercial agricultural applications and are beneficial to plants and soil. Magnesium is the central ion in chlorophyll, which enables plants to obtain energy from light, while potassium plays a vital role in photosynthesis and enzyme production, helping plants grow strong and healthy.
Kbot RX series
Automatic Cleaners

K-Bot RX Series Robotic Pool Cleaners quickly and efficiently clean almost any size and shape pool. Installation’s a breeze, just plug your K-Bot in and it’s away. It’s safe, economical digital switch mode power supplies is less than 30 volts DC. High-speed motors and an ultra-fine filter vacuum, scrub and brush dirt and debris away - without placing any load on your pump and filter system. When your K-Bot RX cleaner’s automatic timer’s done - in 3 hours or less - it’ll turn itself off. Just lift it out, empty the convenient filter bag or cartridge, and stow it away till next time. It’s that quick and easy.

Aqua Quip Lights

Aqua-Quip swimming pool LED Lights are Australian made LED lights that are available in a range of fixed colours or the multi-colour option which features the intelligence of Aqua-Quip’s Colour Selection Palette - providing an almost limitless variety of colour possibilities and a vast array of feature modes.

Salt Chlorination

Using Salt chlorinators means you no longer need to purchase, transport, store or manually add chlorine as part of your routine maintenance. Furthermore, a salt chlorinator also helps to eliminate red eyes, skin irritations and harsh chemical odours which can be caused by conventional chlorinated pools.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Easy configuration reset should you wish to change at anytime
- Easy-to-use one touch control unit, with boost and low modes.
- Reverse polarity cell prevents calcium build up and keeps maintenance to an absolute minimum.
- Seamless connection to Zodiac Aqualink control systems for a fully automated pool experience.
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An ongoing relationship with

GOLD SERVICE:
Computerised testing of the pool water, Backwashing sand filter or cleaning cartridges, Emptying skimmer and pump baskets, Cleaning salt cell, Vacuuming pool and chemical balance the Water

SILVER SERVICE:
Computerised testing of the pool water, Backwashing sand filter or cleaning cartridges, Emptying skimmer and pump baskets, Cleaning salt cell, Chemical balance of the water

BRONZE SERVICE:
Computerised testing of the pool water, Visual check of the filtration equipment, Chemical balance of the water

THESE SERVICES CAN BE CONDUCTED WEEKLY, FORTNIGHTLY OR MONTHLY
*Chemicals not Included

At Coastline, we build your award winning pool & we look after your investment.

ONE OFF SERVICES FOR THE FOLLOWING:

• PRE PURCHASE INSPECTIONS
• INSURANCE SERVICES
• ON DEMAND SERVICING
• NEW POOL ORIENTATION
• GREEN POOLS
• EVENT/PARTY SERVICING
• EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS POA
• HOLIDAY MINDING
• EMERGENCY CALL OUT POA